Real-time image compression for high-speed particle tracking.
High-speed particle tracking with digital video creates very large data rates and as a result experimenters are forced to make compromises between spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and the duration over which data is acquired. The images produced in particle tracking experiments typically contain a large amount of black space with relatively few bright pixels and this suggests the possibility of image compression. This paper describes a system for real-time compression of high-speed video. A digital circuit placed between the camera (500 Hz, 1280 x 1024 pixels) and frame grabber compresses data in real-time by comparing input pixels with a threshold value and outputs a vector containing the brightness and position of the bright pixels. In a typical experiment, the compression ratio for an image ranges from 100 to 1000 and varies dynamically depending on the number of filtered pixels. The reduced data rate makes it possible to write directly to the hard disk. While previously data could only be acquired for 6.5 s into 4 GB of dedicated video RAM, the new system could acquire full resolution data continuously for up to a week into a 600 GB hard drive.